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DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
lntonational universals in emotional

speech were studied in reference to gen-
eral emotional colouring and expression
of particular emotions.

Comparison between emotional and
neutral texts revealed universal features

INTONATIONAL UNIVERSALS IN TEXTUAL CONTEXT “31 texts reveals a significantly greatertotal energy of most emotional texts.
. The ratio of the total energy of emo-

tional and neutral texts proves to be uni-
versal in the prosodic sh'ucturing of
emotional speech. The quantity of this
ratio depends on the type of emotion

E. A. Nushikyan

Odessa State University, Odessa, Ukraine

ABSTRACT The aim of this paper is to reveal uni-
versals in emotional speech intonation atThis paper reports the results of an

experimental research of universals in a textual level.
of general emotional colouring. Thus, in
all the five languages emotional texts

expressed in the text (see Table 1).

Table 1. The ratio of total energy ofemotional speech. Intonational univer- differed from n ' ' 'sals were studied at a textual level. in SggfiggThélATERlAL AND fundamental fiezliitéfilcym gggcsmsagg emotional and neutral texts.

refderence to generzfil eairritoticinal coloturing An experimental study of textual iange, velocny 0f fundamental frequency Emotions
Tgton2§£3f215131111136r8218 1:36: SE: 12:: prosody was carried out on emotional Cltlaflgesi eriergy 0S the WhOIC phrase 311d expressed Ratio of total energy
1 d . _ . . and corresponding neutral textsrecorded 0 it? ““0 ear sylable, "36311 syllable inthe
yse '9 a new aspect communicative by 30 native speakers of English, Ger- duration, and, more COUSPICUOUSI)’: nu— textorientation of emotional texts. man, French, Russian and Ukrainian. clearsyllable duration. E g g
INTRODUCTION Whereas our previous investigation of 5969011, PYOSOdY Of particular fl “ 5 d ‘2

For some decades contrastive studies emotional speech (Nushikyan,l987) was emotions. in the five languages was also '51; E § 3 '3
have gained much attention in linguis- based on 3 languages - English, RUSS“ characterized by 50'.“ common features. is (Do ‘7‘ £4 3
tics. Contrastive studies of systems and and Ukrainian, this one involves 2 more They were: higher , fundamental 9
functions are particularly useful when languages - German and French. Here frequency, greater "Kimmy and longer -
languages with different structures are attention has been spread from the Single 3mm“: along Wlth Wider F2 , F3 and F4 JOY 1,65 1’71 1’58 1’26 1-37
compared. The results reported in litera- utterance to the longer units : texts. :"ds. and a more complicated structure
ture show that on the one hand languages These texts expressed 16 positive and Eithe“ harmomcs, the greater role 0f the sorrow 0’86 0’92 0’83 0’76 0’87can differ from each other without limit negative emotions (Nushikyan.1936)- gh frequency “015° nm 0f
and in unpredictable ways, and on the The speech signal was instrumentally ”3.50”?“ m was ”pres?“ anger, anger L78 L86 1’65 L68 1’49other hand, “The existence of deep analysed by Visi-Pitch, IBM speech pro. la“ Ignation and threat ; Wider formant
seated formal universals, implies that gram, which enabled graphical presenta- ands-of F2 ’F3 ’ E” the Shlfi 0f the f 0 75 0 91 0 74 0 86 0 89all languages are cut to the same pattern” tion of fundamental frequency and men intensity or. formant frequencies 0f ear ’ ’ ’ ’ ’
(Chomsky N., 1965). Thus among its sity. Spectrograms were made on 50!}3‘ semantically important words into higher .
other goals, contrastive typology is Graph of the Kay Elemetrics "SIGNS, smaller formant energy of despair 1,19 1,31 1,29 1,28 1,26

15%e concerned with revealing linguis— Corporation using the wide band filter “"655“ syllables, greater ”Ole of hightic universals. Various proposals have (300 Hz). _ onquengy “915° regions of afflicates, threat 2’23 1’96 1’84 1’81 1’69been put forward as to what constitutes Emotional speech PYOSOd)’ ‘5 de- e ger Laration and. greater intenSity 0f
universals. Many of them have taken the scribed as a complex of acoustic features furld an thematic WOId. .hlghef surprise 1,11 1,19 1,09 1,12 1,14
form and function of the rules of that includes features of melody},h 111131: Struciiiizllmpargequi‘ncy PltCh. ln_ 2111
grammar. ‘ i n and s ectrum. e - o communicativey

The universals that have been studied :ggptgfagfs made 13t for awholetttlI 31:11“?! ““PIances of texts expressing shame 0’95 0’98 0’84 0’79 0’81
best in phonetics refer to phone-mic andaseparate utterance. Investigationo dumgft, Joy. admiration ; longer
systems. Studies of prosodic universals textual prosody provides a deeper analy- Utter ion Of all structural parts of an offence 1,55 1,51 1,31 1,24 1,16
are relatively scarce, although intonation sis of its intonation structure and ICYC 5 Oman“, lower m‘CUSIt)’ [CVCL smaller
sYstems manifest more universal features differences in integration 0f emoilon and an; energy 0f unstressed syllables, 0mm” 1’83 1’87 1’61 1’42 1’36than other linguistic categories. tension. . Cquvelii er F3 band, greater ml" 0f highAvailable descriptions of intonational Prosodic features and intonation Pa" lowerfrcy norse regions 0f affricates, suspicion 1,56 1,58 1,41 1’02 1’09typology disregard its emotional aspect, terns of utterances in a ‘5’“ were sadnesseglhgnlciy pitch m texts expressingdesplte the fact emotionally coloured analysed and compared on a $91”: PiICh Of’aulg er fundamental frequency ' 156 165 154 142 1,51speech contains more universals than structurally important syllables. utteran the Structural P3115 Of an irony ’ ’ ’ ’
neuiral scpeclzjch; tEns evidently should be unstressed preceding the flirst 5365551; sity Sgglin’dféhneldefrease 0f tfhleir mien— Th d ta f th table show that suchexp aine e c ' ‘ c ear, ’ an ener 0 an F e a o e

y ommon biological the firSt stressed, the nu 165. All o‘f’er frequencies of fgay in texts in? emotions as anger, contempt, threat,nature of emotions. ”I hypothesized that
of the parts of the human vocal system

_ s llabunstressed post nuclear yalysed an v .
0 ““3 surpnse ; etc. irony greatly increase the total textual

tic features were an om _ .
that are used [in ' ' ' - acous . ' ' ' order10 ‘3 c0mmon featur ‘ all the studied languages. Inguisticall intonati in relative units In to , es in speech energy in . . .Y 011 compared differences an put p 50d)’ of particular emotions can also English and German a Slgmficam m-respond more closely than any other tostates .of organism. there aretendencies in the repetition ofintonational forms in the most widely
3%??t languages” (Bolinger D.,

level individual _

together data obtained from 3

speakers.

0 different ob
intensfgtved through the study of their

111 ' .
diffeieenacousnc analysls of the intensity

09- between emotional and neu-

crease of energy is observed in texts ex-

pressing offence and suspicwn. In Rus-

sian and Ukrainian the increase of total

energy is not so great. The decrease of
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textual energy is observed in texts ex-
pressing sorrow, fear, shame.

Research based on acoustic data pres-

ents evidence that for languages under

study variations in speech rate are
mainly due to variations of pauses and

the type of speech and emotion that is
being used.

Identical and non—identical elements
of prosodic systems of different lan-
guages can also be established from pho-
netic division of texts pronounced emo-
tionally and neutrally.

Extensive experimental data from the
five languages shows that phonetic divi-
sion boundaries mostly coincide with
syntactic division boundaries both in
neutral and emotional texts, and so this
feature may be considered universal.

Another regularity in phonetic
division is that pauses are more frequent
in emotional texts than in neutral. An
analysis of pauses in identical texts in
English, German, French, Russian and
Ukrainian provides their uniformity,
which indicates the universal character
of this prosodic feature.

The results of the experiment are in-
teresting from the point of view of
speech communication which is a
continuous and complex process of
transmitting not only ideas but also emo-
tions, attitudes. Communicative
approach to the study of emotions
reveals that emotional information is
often organized in larger suprasentential
units 7 texts. Each text presents a speech
act With a concrete pragmatic aim. The
components of speech act are described
in a well-known R. Jackobson’s scheme-
addressor (speaker) - message -
addressee, recipient (listner).

' The study of communicative orienta-
tion of emotional texts show that such
emotions like tenderness, sorrow, of-
fence, shame are connected with the ad-
dressor as they express the emotional
state of thejpeaker; anger, indignation,
threat, reproach are direc ed to the re;
elitism-to the listner; nsminfounation in
the message arouse surprise, delight;

leads to
feariand despair ; contempt, irony,
suspicion are connected with the

of the received message.
The data of experimental study show

that the same communicative orientation
of emotional text in different languages

leads to common acoustic parameters in
them.(see Table 2).

Table 2. The comparison of acoustic
parameters of emotional and neutral
texts.

Compo- Emotions

nents of expressed Acoustic parameters

speech in speech ..................

acts acts F0 1 t

‘5 C sorrow

fig tenderness FB<FI1 I,<In t,>tI

1‘5 3 offence

.3 3 shame

u, .. anger >

a SE indignation Fe> F“ le>ll1 tc A.

s 3% threat
a a C" reproach

mg delight r,> rn i,<i.. m
ipt surprise

8;» ab fear air, 1,11. tit
2 3:11;; despair

cha- contempt Fcrn> 1cm> lo“)

racter irony a M“ to“
suspicion

Where Fxm = Fxmax, Ixm = Ixmax
txn = txnuclear syllable

The data in the table prove tits; text:

ressin emotional states

6Xp arge characterized by the decrease

0f fundamental frequency and intensg

and longer duration. Emotional rim

directed to the listner basrcally inctio

all the acoustic parameters. Emofthc

texts connected with the receipt 05

message are characterized by a ency

increase of fundamental fieqlltions’

decrease of intglnsity a2: gsreat vana

irtem r struc e .

Of ibsencepdi delay of message leficds “i

great variations of all the ace tions to

rameters. Texts, which are reac’ “m

the character of the message recel‘v’of sc-

crease all the acoustic parameters

mantically important words in them.

CONCLUSIONS
The study has attempted to elucidate

one aspect of prosody in the textual
function-universal character of emotional
expression. It shows that there are large
areas of overlap between even the most
diverse languages in the use of common
{canoes of prosodic patterning. A con-
trastive analysis of emotional and neutral
text intonation in English, German,
French, Russian and Ukrainian has re-
vealed common means of emotional ex-
pression. Emotions are expressed in
speech signal through a complex of
acoustic features. The particular set of
the features, however, depends of the
type of emotion and degree of emotional
colouring.
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